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1. Mortgage Interest Rates
- If you’re buying and flipping then low-interest rates are good for you
- If you’re buying and holding a little increase in rates can prove to be a
very good thing for you as fewer tenants will be able to afford to buy a
home and vacancy rates will remain low.

2. Increase in Disposable Income
(Increased average income, increase in retail sales, decreasing income
tax rates)
- One of the most important indicators of future value
- Remember to compare the region's numbers to the provincial and
national averages
- Be wary of cities and towns where demand is driving prices upward
while the average income is remaining the same or decreasing

3. Increased Job Growth
- Always be on the lookout for major announcements of new jobs, major
expansions, or new employers moving into the area
- You’re looking for areas that are in high demand because of an increase
in jobs or easier access to jobs
- Population is growing faster than the provincial average and is gaining a
reputation as a great place to live
- Look at immigration and intra-migration

4. The Ripple Effect
- You’ll find that it is often more profitable to invest surrounding the
boom compared to investing right in the heart of it
- Another opportunity is finding redeveloping areas and investing in
surrounding areas where it is still possible to find good properties at
great prices before the positive boom hits the region
- Look for cities, towns, and neighborhoods where values are already
increasing dramatically or redeveloping is occurring. Then look outwards
from there until you find an area that has not yet felt the impact.
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5. Local, Regional, and Provincial Political Climate
- Looking for a business-friendly environment with minimal taxation
(both income and property) and with a fair landlord and tenant law
structure.
- Look for regions where job development is wanted not shunned
- Look at the local economic development office, you need an area with
strong economic growth. This office's job is to sell the region to major
employers, if they understand that this is their role you will know it with
your first conversation with them.
- Discuss potential deals they’re working on, look at their overall plan,
and make sure they have land they can develop to attract major
employers and businesses.

6. Infrastructure Expansion
- Look for any sign that the region is being proactive in attracting growth
Development plans, transportation development, new water plant etc.
- Look for locations where they have the ability to add to the sewer
system and have industrial land that can be developed to attract more
businesses (and jobs)
- Easy to drive to from other cities
- Distance is no longer measured in kilometers as it is measured in
minutes, thus transportation increases accessibility, increases inflow,
increases demand, and higher demand equals higher property values.
- Commuting and access times are critical to a town’s fortunes.
- Easy access to rail and rapid transit can drive rents upward
- Remember to buy once the action starts not before when it is solely an
announcement or an idea, that would be speculating
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7. Increased Cost of Labour and Materials
- This has a direct effect on the cost of building new housing and
completing renovations. This naturally drives the prices of existing
properties upwards.

8. Areas of Transition and Renewal
- Neighborhoods moving up from one economic class to the next
- Identify these areas where there is a mix of run-down older homes with
character to a good amount of homes that have been fixed up along with
brand new homes (infills).
- Following major corporation indicators like Starbucks you can leverage
their research department as they would not invest in the area if they
didn’t believe in the future there and the demographics
- Pride of ownership will start shining through (well-maintained lawns
and gardens, flower boxes, new paint, etc)
- Don’t get caught up on past perception
- Never be the first into an area you believe is going to be in transition
- When you buy it will likely be a tougher tenant profile and lower than
average rents but gentrification will happen and raise values

9. Maximizing Density and Zoning Opportunities
- Always look for ways to make a good deal better, making sure that the
property is performing at its highest and best use.
- First look at physical attributes, where it is located, and what it’s used
for.
- Then examine how you may change the use to optimize profit
- Example: Purchasing an old run-down hotel and converting it to
condominiums or rental units.
- Example 2: Buying raw land and selling it off by the building lot
- Example 3: Converting a single-family dwelling to a multi-family or
student dwelling
- You need to know local zoning and tenant regulations inside and out.
- Zoning is always a key determinant, you can’t just make changes, it has
to fit all the local rules and regulations and there are always many.
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10. Buy Wholesale, Sell Retail
- You can buy property wholesale any day of the week, you just
have to know what to look for
- Example: Buy a larger multifamily property, an entire apartment
building, and then convert the property so that each unit has an
individual title through a process known as condominiumization or
stratification. Now you can sell individual units for substantially
more than you paid for them.
- Example 2: Buy raw land and sell individual lots at retail
- Example 3: Buy properties about to go into foreclosure by
homeowners trying to avoid bankruptcy or from lenders who have
foreclosed on unpaid debt. Don’t be a vulture, market to attract
homeowners who have too much house with not enough income
so you can create a win-win at a fair price

11. Stand Out from the Crowd
- Quality marketing is critical to getting higher than market rents
and values for your properties.
- Effective marketing allows you to maximize your income, minimize
your purchase prices and maximize your selling prices.
- Marketing is not an art, it is a science. Matching your message to
your prospective target.
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12. Renovations and Sweat Equity
- Can dramatically affect the value
- Look for well-built homes that are somewhat neglected in areas with
increasing pride of ownership
- Keep the work to the simple things like paint, new floor, new drywall,
landscaping, and other exterior work.
- Remember you’re trying to appeal to a buyer or a renter so keep in
mind that this is not for you.

13. Speculating
- Don’t let speculation make you make emotional decisions and you’ll
avoid the most common downfall of real estate investors
- Speculation can be very profitable but make sure you are armed with
facts, not rumors.
- Understand that you’re in it for the short term and the real
fundamentals don’t work. This is not investing this is speculating.
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